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Abstract 

 

Bug triage is an important step in the process of bug fixing. The goal of bug triage is to correctly assign a developer to a newly 

reported bug in the system. To perform the automated bug triage, text classification techniques are applied. This will helps to 

reduce the time cost in manual work. To reduce the scale and improve the quality of bug data, the proposed system addresses the 

data reduction techniques, instance selection and feature selection for bug triage. The instance selection technique used here is to 

identify the relevant bugs that can match the newly reported bug. The feature selection technique is used to select the relevant 

data from each bug in the training set. A predictive model is proposed to identify the order in which the data reduction 

techniques are applied for each newly reported bug. This step will improve the performance of the classification process. An 

experimental study using Eclipse and Firefox bug data is undergone in which the proposed system shows an accuracy of 73%. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Bug fixing is a significant and time consuming process in software maintenance. For a large-scale soft-ware project, the number 

of daily bugs is so large. It is impossible to handle them without delaying. Software bugs are inevitable and bug fixing is an 

expensive process in software development. Software companies spend over 45 percent of cost in fixing bugs. Large software 

projects maintain bug repositories for the support of information collection and to manage the similar future bugs. A bug 

repository has an important role in handling software bugs. Bug repository is a typical software repository for storing bug details. 

It keeps the textual description about how to reproduce the bug and updates according to the current status of bug fixes. 

Bug triage, an important step for bug fixing, is to assign a new bug to a relevant developer for further handling. A general 

method for bug triage is to as-sign bugs manually. In practice, due to the frequent changes of software development teams, it is 

di cult to identify the correct developer in manual triage. Taking Eclipse2 as an example[1], Anvik reports that an average of 37 

bugs per day are submitted to the bug tracking system and 3 person-hours per day are required for the manual triage; the 

empirical study[11] by Jeong et al. shows that 44% of bugs have been assigned to the wrong developer after the first assign-

ment. To solve these problems, some machine learning algorithms are employed to conduct automatic bug triage. Most of the 

bug triage approaches are based on text categorization. However, these approaches suffer from two problems, namely the large-

scale and the low-quality. It is necessary to collect large-scale training sets of bugs, due to the large number of bugs, to obtain 

good results for bug triage. It may cost much time to directly use the large-scale training set in the bug triage process. The quality 

of the original bug re-ports is not good enough. Two typical characteristics of low-quality bugs are noise and redundancy. Noisy 

bugs may mislead related developers while redundant bugs waste the limited time of bug handling. 

The proposed system is related with an automatic bug triage approach, which applies text classification techniques to predict 

developers for new bug reports. In this system, each bug report is considered as a document and its corresponding developer is 

considered as the label of the document. Since software bug data are a kind of free-form text data (generated by developers), it is 

necessary to generate well-processed bug data to facilitate the application. This system ad-dresses the problem of data reduction 

for bug triage, i.e., how to reduce the bug data to save the labour cost of developers and to improve the quality of bug data to 

facilitate the effective bug triage. The pro-posed system reduces the bug data according to two criteria: the scale of a data set and 

the accuracy of bug triage. 

Instance selection and feature selection are the two data reduction techniques implemented in the pro-posed system. While the 

instance selection technique selects the relevant bugs in the training set, the feature selection technique selects the relevant data 

in each bug in the training set according to the newly reported bug. This system determines the order of ap-plying the data 

reduction techniques for each newly re-ported bug. The order is determined by the attributes extracted from the new bug report. 

A binary classifier is trained to predict the order of reduction [12]. 

The following sections are about the study of the related works, about the proposed system, the experiments on the proposed 

system, the conclusions and future works. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

For modelling the bug data Anvik et al.[1] investigates the open bug repositories and the anatomy of bug reports. They proposed 

a semi-automated bug triage approach, which applies text classification techniques to predict developers for bug reports. To 

investigate the quality of bug data, Zimmermann et al.[2] design questionnaires to developers and users in three open source 

projects. Based on the analysis of questionnaires, they characterize what makes a good bug report and train a classifier to identify 

whether the quality of a bug report should be improved. 

Aggarwal et al.[5] developed a graphical paradigm for the text representation to process on the textual data. It preserves a 

high-level information about the ordering and distance between the words in the document. The developer social network is 

helpful to understand the developer community and the project evolution. By mapping bug priorities to developers, Xuan et 

al.[4] identify the developer prioritization in open source bug repositories. The developer prioritization can distinguish 

developers and assist tasks in software maintenance. To apply existing solutions to the new bug, Kim et al.[3] developed bug and 

x knowledge base by analysing the history of bug xes. 

Cubranic and Murphy [6] first propose the problem of automatic bug triage to reduce the cost of manual bug triage. They 

apply text classification techniques to predict related developers. Zou et al.[7][12] proposed the training set reduction with both 

feature selection and instance selection techniques for bug triage. Brighton et al.[8] introduce an instance selection algorithm and 

Yang and Pedersen [9] made a comparative study on different feature selection methods. Janaki Meera et al.[10] proposes a new 

feature selection algorithm based on chi square statistics for the Naive Bayes classifier. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed system comprises five main processing stages. The first step for the bug triage is the pre-processing of the bug 

data. Then the system predicts or-der of data reduction. It follows the instance selection and feature selection techniques which 

are applied for the data reduction process. Using the reduced training data, the classification process is applied for the newly 

reported bug. 

 Preprocessing: 

Data pre-processing is one of the most important steps in text mining activity. The system is dealing with large number of text 

documents so this data pre-processing step is essential. This text pre-processing system consist of activities like extraction, 

validation, stop word removal and storing data formation. 

The bug details are provided as JSON and XML les by the providers. The system needs to import these les into the triaging 

system. After loading the les, to process the data, both JSON and XML data are converted into java readable format. The input le 

contains all the reported bugs. For training set, the bugs which are in Fixed status are only needed. Stop words are language 

specific functional words which carry no information. These are removed in this stage. The valid bug data which are used for 

training dataset is stored permanently in relational database. The system uses MySQL as the database to store the training set. 

 Instance Selection: 

The system compares the new bug with training dataset, and only the relevant bugs are selected for further processing. Each 

words in the bug description of the new bug is searched for match in the training set. From the training set the matching bugs are 

considered as relevant bugs. Thus the dataset dimension is largely reduced and the accuracy of the classification process is 

improved. 

 Feature Selection: 

In the proposed system each attributes of the bug is considered as the features of the bug. In this module the system selects the 

bugs from the training set according to the attributes of the new bug. Only the selected features in the training data set, which are 

given in the new bug, are selected for the classification process. 

 Predicting the Reduction Order: 

The system predicts for each newly recorded bug, the order in which the data reduction techniques, i.e. instance selection and 

feature selection processes are applied. Two orders are there: FS->IS and IS->FS. In FS->IS, the feature selection process is first 

applied and the output of the feature selection process is applied as the input for the instance selection. The output of the instance 

selection process will be the reduced training set. In IS->FS, the instance selection process is applied initially and the output of 

the instance selection is applied as input for the feature selection. The prediction operation is performed ac-cording to the number 

of available attributes for the newly reported bug. A binary classifier is used to per-form these two different orders. Here a 

decision tree based algorithm is used as the binary classifier. 

 Classification: 

The similarity measures are significant for the clustering and classification activities. These similarity measures are tested on the 

K-Nearest Neighbour classification algorithm. KNN is one of the most popular methods for single-label classification in which a 

document can belong to only one category. It classifies an unseen document by comparing it to its k nearest neighbours in a 
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specified training set. Given a document d, let Dk, with corresponding label set Lk, be a set containing the k most similar 

documents to d. Then d is classified to class c which appears most frequently in Lk. A random choice is made when a tie occurs. 

In this module from the reduced dataset, after applying the training set reduction techniques, the most similar bug is selected. 

In the proposed system classification is executed in two steps. In the first step the system filters bugs from the Instance selection 

list with the number of words matching. In the next step from the feature selection list the system checks for the matching 

features and chooses the bugs with the number of attribute matching. The common bugs are selected from the two lists. Then the 

number of matching words and attributes are summed for each selected bug and created a new list which is sorted according to 

the sum of Instance and Feature matching. Then from this list the bug id with the maximum sum value is selected. If the list 

contains more than one bug with same value then the developer of the most recent bug is selected as the developer.                       

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

 

 Data Set: 

The bug repositories of two large open source projects, Eclipse and Mozilla Firefox are prepared for testing the proposed system. 

In total, 73,070 bug de-tails of Eclipse and 64,265 bug details of Firefox are used for experimental analysis of this system. 

 Data Preparation: 

The details of the Eclipse bugs are provided as JSON formatted le, while the Firefox bugs are pro-vided as XML formatted le by 

the providers. The system imported these les into triaging system be-fore processing the bug data. 

 Data Reduction and Classification: 

For the instance selection process, the proposed sys-tem applies a KNN based algorithm, while the similarity measures are used 

for the feature selection process. From the total dataset 6,919 data are used as test data and the remaining 1,30,416 as training 

dataset for evaluation of the system. It gets an overall 73% accuracy for the proposed system. Table 1 shows the performance 

details of the proposed system on Eclipse and Firefox bug dataset. 
Table – 1 

Analysis Data 

Tools Eclipse Firefox Overall 

Total No. of Bugs 73,070 64,265 1,37,335 

Training Data 69,752 60,664 1,30,416 

Test Data 3,318 3,601 6,919 

Correctly Triaged 2,167 2,908 5,075 

Accuracy Percentage 65.3 80.75 73.03 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Bug triage is an expensive step of software maintenance in both labour cost and time cost. In this bug triaging system, feature 

selection and instance selection is combined to reduce the scale of training bug data sets as well as to improve the data quality. A 

predictive model is built to determine the order of applying the reduction techniques by extracting the attributes. This system can 

provide an approach, to leverage techniques on data processing, to form reduced and high-quality bug data in software 

development and maintenance. 

In the future work, the developer prioritization can be implemented during the classification process. This can provide a more 

appropriate class for the new bug. The training set reduction of bug triage can be applied to other tasks to improve the software 

quality. Since machine learning becomes one of the powerful tools in software engineering, the training set reduction can be 

useful for the work based on machine learning. 
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